
OOD MORNING: In this biz it's either feast or famine. Ask
Irwin Winkler, who had nvo pix ready to go, "|ack America"
and "Grounds for Dismissal," when theywere KO'd, and now

he has two Col pix going back-to-back. He's now directing (and

producing with Rob Cowan) "The Net" in LA but will have to edit
in N.Y. where he next produces "The |uror." "Net" stars Sandra
Bullock, feremy Northam and Dennis Miller and is budgeted "in
the 20s," confirms Cowan. And "]uror," with Demi Moore and
Alec Baldwin plus a $1 million script by Ted Tally from a $1.5
million pricetag for George Dawes Green's book and Brian Gibson
directing, ups the above-the-line for this second movie consider-
ably. I caught up with the "Net" troupe shooting at the Eastern
Star Home in Brentwood, the pic having returned from the Mac
World convention in San Francisco. The thriller's about a com-
puter network head (Bullock) who inadvertently taps into a covert
computer program giving her access to data bases including the
IRS, New York Stock Exchange, etc. It's as timely as today's
headlines about cyberspace. The beautiful Bullock is a net' head
herself, so she easily understands the ramifications of the role. And
Winkler confided he's no stranger to the computer world - his
wife, Margo, spends as many as four hours a day screening all kinds
of direct-line programming into their home computer. The movie
also has mucho action besides the heady stuff - includes a cable
car chase in San Francisco. It's a switch for Bullock, who survived
the wild bus and subway rides in "Speed." fuked whether she and
Keanu Reeves would do "Speed 2," she said yes - depending on
the script, match, and oniy if ]an De Bontwill direct again. "It was
so easy with him directing, " she admits of the breakneck-paced pic.

Since "Speed," her stock's rapidly risen and she segued from
"While You Were Sleeping" to "Net" and next
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in NBC's "The Elizabeth Taylor Story" to play

had Bullock dueting on the piano with Diane Baker, who
mother. Both actresses were coached in their realistic

Margie Balter, who also coached Holly Hunter for
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NBC's "The Elizabeth Taylor Story" to play
mom in the bigscreen "The Net."
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"While You Were Sleeping" to "Net'

J A sequence I
watched had Bullock dueting on the piano with Diane Baker, who
plays her mother. Both actresses were coached in their realistic
pianistics by Margie Balter, who also coached Holly Hunter for


